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A B S T R A C T

The traction substations of urban electric transport grids are oversized and underutilized in terms of their
capacity. While their over-sizing is an unfortunate waste, their under-utilization creates the major hurdle for
the integration of renewables into these grids due to the lack of a base load. Therefore, integrating smart grid
loads such as EV chargers is not only an opportunity but a necessity for the sustainable transport grid of the
future.

This paper examines six methods for increasing the potential of EV chargers in three case studies of a
trolleygrid, namely a higher substation no-load voltage, a higher substation power capacity, a smart charging
method, adding a third overheard parallel line, adding a bilateral connection, and installing a multi-port
converter between two substations. From the case studies, the most promising and cost-effective method
seems to be introducing a bilateral connection, bringing a charging capacity for up to 175 electric cars
per day. Meanwhile, other costly and complex methods, such as smart charging with grid state sensors and
communication, can offer charging room for over 200 electric cars per day. Furthermore, using solar PV systems
to power the grid showed a more than doubling of the directly utilized energy by installing a 150kW charger,
from 19% to 41%. This reduces the power mismatch between the trolleygrid and the PV system from 81%
to 59% and thereby reduces the severe economic need for storage, AC grid power exchange, or PV power
curtailment while allowing a high penetration of renewables.
1. Introduction

Today, EV charging infrastructures are a critical bottleneck for the
diffusion of electric vehicles (EVs). The barrier is the unavailability of
spare charging capacity in the increasingly congested electricity grids
that are not designed for more of such high, variable, and inconsistent
power demands [1–4].

For this, urban electric public transport networks are being re-
searched to host smart grid loads, like EV chargers, by integrating
them into their infrastructures [5–10]. This is because these grids are
historically sized for the worst-case scenarios of power demand, and
can be better utilized by smart grid loads and appropriate power man-
agement. Indeed, many works are already rethinking these transport
networks as multi-functional, active grids by integrating into them
renewable energy sources (RES) [8,11], storage systems [12–15], EV
chargers [9,10,16], and other smart grid loads and fleets [7,17–20].

There is also a benefit for the transport grids as this creates a
base load on their substations in the moments of no vehicle traffic.
This can reduce the need for expensive storage systems when, for
example, a solar PV system is connected to the traction substation. This

∗ Correspondence to: Electrical Sustainable Energy department, TU Delft, 2628 CD Delft, The Netherlands.
E-mail address: i.diab@tudelft.nl (I. Diab).

can be illustrated by the example of Fig. 1 of the trolleybus grid of
Arnhem, the Netherlands, where the lack of a base load jeopardized the
techno-economic feasibility of the integration of renewables [8,21].

1.1. Integration of EV chargers in public electric transportation grids

The integration of EV chargers directly into transport infrastructures
is an emerging topic. While a number of studies exist on this theme,
they mostly deal with simplified grid models and/or an lumped-energy
methodology that does not consider the operational violations on the
DC side of the transportation grid that an extra charging load could
bring. Unfortunately, this is often overlooked in literature, and while
some works already tackle the integration of EV chargers in transport
grids such as trams and trolleybuses (Table 1), they deal mostly with:

• Simplified grid models that do not calculate and/or consider the
resulting grid power, voltage, and current violations, and/or

• An analysis of measurements that offer insight only to one case
of a relatively small charger, and does not quantify the potential
of the grid beyond it, and/or
vailable online 1 August 2023
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Table 1
Overview of the projects with the integration of EV chargers into traction networks powering trolleybuses and trams.
Location Traction network Description/objective

Solingen, Germany [17,22–25] Trolleybus Investigating the potential of integrating decentralized renewable power generation (e.g.,
photovoltaics), charging stations for EVs, and stationary battery storage into the existing DC
trolleybus infrastructure.

Gdynia, Poland [16,26–29] Trolleybus Analyzing the available capacity of the traction grid of Gdynia to charge electric cars.
Furthermore, Smart Grids solutions for urban traction supply systems are introduced to
improve the efficiency and stability of the traction network.

Edinburgh, Scotland [30–32] Tram Electrical capacity for EV charging systems based on four different charging control
strategies are assessed and tested on the public tram system. The various connection
topology, earthing methods, and stability criteria are considered.

Lisbon, Portugal [33] Tram Integration of bidirectional EV chargers into a DC catenary grid for trams. The authors
looked into the concept V4G with an associated fuzzy control method. Furthermore, the
benefits of an energy storage system in a catenary grid are demonstrated.

Sheffield, UK [34,35] Tram Method to improve the energy efficiency of trams with the use of static energy storage
systems and EV batteries in the public tram network. Current flow measurements and tram
GPS data were used to simulate the energy flow in the catenary grid using a
MATLAB/Simulink model.
Fig. 1. Simulation results showing the mismatch between solar PV generation and
substation demand in the trolleygrid of Arnhem [8].

• A focus on harvesting the baseline spare capacity of a specific
EV charger case study, but without offering insights on how to
increase this capacity and/or optimize the EV charger placement

• A focus on a local case study without an analysis that could serve
the extrapolation of the results beyond the local studied grid

To start with the first point: As mentioned, transportation grids
are oversized to account for rare occurrences of high power demands.
These moments should still be considered when integrating EV chargers
so as not to violate the substation power rating. However, same as
with the maximum power limit, there are maximum line current and
minimum line voltage limitations dictated by the overhead cable tem-
perature limit and the vehicle current collector, respectively. Table 2
gives an example of the limitations of the trolleygrid of the city of
Arnhem, the Netherlands, which is the studied case study city later in
this paper. It is then important for any transport grid study to consider
all three violations simultaneously. Meanwhile, none of the studied
cities reported in Table 1 account for this.

For example, the work in Gdynia [16] starts with historical mea-
surements of the minimum line voltage and adds to them an estimated
voltage drop based on the superposition principle. This approach has
three limitations: First, the transport grid deals with (mechanical)
power-source loads whose power flow cannot be accurately computed
linearly by the superposition principle. Second, the superposition prin-
ciple would ignore the combined voltage drop effect of all the load
currents at the substation feeder cable (additional non-linearity in the
solution). Third, the moments of maximum power, current, and voltage
do not necessarily occur at the same moment; hence, a historical max-
imum/minimum of each parameter cannot be studied independently.
For example, a high load near the substation would not necessarily
create a large voltage drop. This is why instantaneous measurements or
simulations of the current, voltage, and power must be simultaneously
studied. Beyond this work, other studies either ignore studying the
2

voltage drop, such as the works in Edinburgh [31] or Sheffield [34], or
look only at averaged values of the voltage drops and not in absolute
terms such as the work in Solingen [24], or overlook the reported line
voltages as low as 350 V such as the Lisbon study [33].

Regarding the second point, on the vehicle charger size, the study
of Gdynia [16] and Lisbon [33] look at one fast charger up to 50 kW,
while the study in Solingen [24] goes up to 132 kW in steps of 22 kW.
Meanwhile, the study in Sheffield [34] only mentions the advantages
of EV charging, and the study in Edinburgh [31] finds an energy
equivalent of the available EV charging power from the spare energy
capacity afforded from historical substation measurements.

Regarding the third point, only the Edinburgh [31] study looks at
the maximal achievable EV potential from the grid, while the other
studies suffice themselves with one charger. Still, unlike the work
proposed in our paper here, none of the studies attempt to study
methods to increase this EV potential beyond the instances of first
violations of Power, Voltage, and/or Current.

Finally, all of the studies limit themselves to investigating their local
case study, without any analysis that could serve as lessons-learned
and extrapolation to other transport grids based on their local traffic
intensity, section lengths, and desired EV charger location along the
line.

1.2. Paper contributions

This paper offers the following contributions:

1. Three detailed case studies of EV charger integration in electri-
cal public transport grids that use comprehensive and verified
vehicle, grid, and simultaneously takes into account the effect on
the grid power, voltage, and current violations, as opposed to
the less comprehensive studies in the literature that focus only
on one or two of the three violations, while using simplified grid
models

2. Detailed comparison of six methods for increasing the EV charger
integration potential, namely a higher substation voltage, a
higher substation power capacity, a smart charging method,
adding a third overheard parallel line, adding a bilateral con-
nection, and installing a multi-port converter, in terms of quan-
tifying their additional EV charging potential at any location on
a general trolleygrid section

3. An analysis and thereafter a general extrapolation of the three
case study results into a set of generalizable suggestions on the
sizing and placement of EV chargers in any section of a given
trolleygrid depending on the traffic intensity, section length, and
desired EV charger location along the line
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Table 2
Example of trolleygrid limitations: Arnhem, the Netherlands.

Violation Limitation Allowable continuous duration

Maximum Substation Powera 100% < 𝑃s ≤ 120% 10 consecutive seconds
𝑃s >120% Never

400V < 𝑉min < 500V 120 s [36]Minimum Line Voltage
𝑉min ≤ 400 V Never [37]

Maximum Current 𝐼max,1 < 880 A 50 min [16,23]
𝐼max,2 < 1200 A 30 min [38]

aLimit currently tolerated by the trolleygrid operator.
.3. Paper structure

The paper starts with an introduction to EV chargers in public elec-
ric transport grid in Section 1, and suggests six methods in Section 2 for
ncreasing this integration potential. Section 3 presents the modeling
ethodology for the various subsystems of the simulations used in the

hree case studies of this paper: The theoretical case study of Section 4,
nd the two case studies of Arnhem, The Netherlands, in Section 5.
ection 6 offers a summary of the recommendations of this work in
erms of the sizing and placement of EV chargers in electric public
ransport networks. Finally, Section 7 closes with recommendations and
uture works.

. EV chargers in trolleygrids

.1. The trolleybus and the trolleygrid

The trolleybus is an electric bus that is supplied by overhead lines
catenary), similar to the way a tram operates. Changing attitudes
oward diesel buses is bringing trolleybuses back into the transportation
andscape as a key player in transportation electrification [39]. Trol-
eybuses consume about 70 kW during regular driving and can reach
emands higher than 300 kW while accelerating. When a trolleybus
rakes, the available regenerative braking power can be as high as
00 kW. While some solutions exist, for example, with on-board stor-
ge devices, this harvestable energy, is frequently wasted in on-board
raking resistors.

Fig. 2 shows the typical layout of a trolleygrid. For reasons such
s faults and transmission losses, the trolleybus lines are divided into
solated sections of few hundreds of meters, up to 1 or 2 km, depending
n the trolleygrid city. The power comes from the Low Voltage AC
rid (LVAC) and a transformer steps down the voltage, then a rectifier
onverts into to DC, as the buses run at a nominal voltage of 600–700 V.
he minimum voltage, due to transmission voltage drops, that the bus
uns on is 400 V.

The transformer-rectifier system is housed in a ‘‘substation’’. One
ubstation can feed one or more sections, to which it is connected via
he section feeder cables (FC). In Fig. 2, substation 1 feeds two sections,
hile substation 2 feeds one.

The substations are unidirectional because of the rectifier. Conse-
uently, a braking bus cannot send its energy back to the LVAC grid,
ut rather to other buses on the same section, or on a connected section.
he first possibility for two sections to be connected is when they
re supplied by the same substation: Bus 1 of Fig. 2, for example,
an supply Bus 2 via the route FC1-substation busbar-FC2. The second
ossibility is when the sections are bilaterally connected. A bilateral
onnection is a controllable connection between two sections that are
nder different substations. The connection can be controlled as closed
connected) or open (isolated). Bus 2 can send power through the
verhead lines to bus 3 as if sections 2 and 3 are one long section. Bus 1
an also share power with bus 3 via the route FC1-busbar-FC2-bilateral.

Finally, it is noticeable that each bus is connected to two lines
n Fig. 2. In trolleygrids, an overhead return path for the current is
lso needed as the bus runs on wheels, unlike the tram which uses
he rails as a return. In this paper, we define ‘‘supply zone’’ as the
3

electrically connected zone in which a bus can send and receive power.
Thanks to the bilateral connection, all the elements shown in Fig. 2 are
part of one supply zone. The bus is supplied with the power to feed
its traction and non-traction demands. When a bus is braking, in the
absence of a receiving bus on the same supply zone or if the braking
energy is excessive, the excess braking energy is wasted on-board
in the braking resistors. The amount of energy wasted is controlled
by a chopper circuit that controls the on-time of the resistors as to
keep the grid voltage below the allowable upper limit (around 780 V,
depending on the city). At values of around 720–740 V, also depending
on the trolleygrid, the braking resistor is fully engaged to prevent any
over-voltages.

To reduce the transmission losses on the section, an element found
commonly in transport networks is the paralleled connection (or equi-
potential lines) between the overhead cables of the different bus lines
on a section; i.e, the going and the returning traffic lines. Within
the same section, the feed (positive) and the return (negative) lines
are connected in pairs to offer a lower impedance path from the
substation (or a braking bus) to the other bus loads. These lines are
introduced periodically at a distance in the order of hundreds of meters
(100–300 m).

2.2. Six methods for increasing the EV integration

To increase the integration potential of EV chargers, while respect-
ing the grid limitations, this section studies six methods designed to
tackle the power, voltage, and current limitations. This diverse set of
proposed methods is important so as to offer a customized solution that
can cater to the common violations at each substation. For example,
short sections (a few hundred meters) would not typically see serious
voltage drops in their short overhead cables and therefore do not
benefit from a solution that primarily tackles the voltage drops. Table 3
summarizes the six methods and their intended mitigation use.

I Substation level

i Increasing the substation nominal voltage
This method increases the overall line voltage by in-
creasing the substation no-load voltage setpoint via the
traction transformer taps. This is not therefore a dynamic
voltage-compensation method, but a one-time physical
intervention. This method shifts the whole line voltage
up, moving away from the critical voltage levels of 500 V
and 400 V. Consequently, it also reduces the line cur-
rent for the same power demand. A disadvantage is that
the on-board braking resistor would be activated more
frequently since the voltage is now closer to the upper
limit of the grid. As a result, the total power consumption
could be increased by this method, unless the reduction
in transmission losses compensates for the loss in unhar-
vested braking energy. This method invites the transport
grid operators to rethink the substation no-load voltage
set-points, not as a trade-off between braking energy har-
vesting and transmission losses, but also to take into
account a desired minimum line voltage.
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Fig. 2. The Trolleygrid and its components.
Table 3
Summary of the six methods addressed in this paper and their positive (+), negative (−), or neutral (o) effects on reducing
the grid violations in power, voltage, and current, as well as their effect on the transmission losses and the braking energy
recuperation.

Reduces violations of: Effect on:

Power Voltage Current 𝑅𝐼2 losses BRalosses

Higher Substation Voltage + ++ + + −
Higher Substation Power Limit ++ 0 0 0 0
Third paralleled Line + ++ ++ ++ +
Bilateral Connectionb ++ ++ ++ ++ +
Fleet-Aware Smart Charging ++ ++ ++ + ++
Multi-port Converter − − − + +

aBreaking energy recuperation.
bUnless both substations are heavily loaded.
In summary, as reported in Table 3, this method can di-
rectly reduce the voltage drops, and indirectly the power
and current violations. This would reduce transmission
losses, but has a negative effect on the braking energy
recuperation (braking resistor activation).

ii Increasing the substation power limit
The substation power limit can be increased either by
accepting a less conservative limit for the transformer
overload or by an upgrade of the existing infrastructure
to add capacity.
As reported in Table 3, while this method directly ad-
dresses the power violations, it changes nothing in the
grid operation and power flow, however, and has there-
fore no effect on any other grid states or operations.

II Grid infrastructure level

i Adding an extra overhead paralleled line
The impedance in the overhead wires is effectively re-
duced by adding an extra overhead cable in parallel to the
existing cables (typically two existing cables, one for each
side of the road). Since the power flow solution is non-
linear (voltage source supply with power-source loads),
this ratio in the reduction of the impedance would bring
about an even more considerable reduction in the voltage
drop than that ratio.
As reported in Table 3 then, this has a direct positive
impact on current and voltage violations. Additionally,
this has an indirect positive impact on power losses, and
a more effective braking energy sharing, both of which
lead to a reduction of the substation power demand.

ii Introduction of a bilateral connection
4

The introduction of a bilateral connection splits the sec-
tion load supply to two different substations. As sum-
marized in Table 3, this consequently reduces the line
current, the line voltage drops, and the resistive losses.
Additionally, it increases the effectiveness of braking en-
ergy sharing by more frequently exposing the braking ve-
hicle to power-accepting nodes. Consequently, the power
demand on each substation is lowered. It is worth noting
still that this recuperation of the braking energy is only
a passive benefit and, thereby, not the most effective
solution.
On the other hand, due to the larger supply zone, faults
in the system could occur more often per supply zone
and influence a larger area, which is the main reason for
the hesitation toward bilateral connections. Furthermore,
it is worth noting that the power-sharing in a bilateral
scenario is heavily influenced by the voltage of each
substation [9].

III EV charging level

i Introduction of a smart charging with a fleet-aware power
management scheme
Smart Charging controls the charging power continuously
with respect to time [40–42]. With smart charging, the
EV charging load could be reduced at moments when the
loads are high, by measuring the instantaneous substation
and fleet vehicles’ powers and locations and wirelessly
communicating them to the EV charger. With this, a
power flow calculation (such as in [5,43,44]) can com-
pute the voltage at every power node on the trolley-
grid section, and the total power demand at the traction
substation.
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Based on this information, the allowed EV charging power
is chosen at each instant as the maximum desired power
that would not violate the local grid power, voltage, and
current limitations such as those in Table 2 for the Dutch
grid of Arnhem. The power output of the EV charger is
determined from this calculation. This is referred to in
this paper as Fleet-Aware Smart Charging and illustrated
in Fig. 3.
In brief, an EV charger with a Fleet-Aware Smart Charging
power management scheme receives the state (power,
voltage, location, etc.) of each trolleybus and substation
and load connected to a section. Then, implementing any
readily available power flow calculation method from
the literature calculates the maximum power it can draw
at that instant that would not break any of the power,
voltage, or current limitation of the local trolleygrid. This
method is important because the small section lengths,
moving loads, and severe voltage drops that can occur
in transportation grids make the handling of EV chargers
more complex than in regular distribution networks. An
EV charger looking to maximize its power demand at a
given instance needs to consider not only the available
spare power capacity but also its effect on the line min-
imum voltage and maximum current for any vehicle on
the section. For this, the EV charger’s control algorithm
should not only communicate with the supplying substa-
tion to compute the spare capacity (conventional smart
charging). The controller needs to also communicate with
all the moving vehicles of the fleet on the section to know
their position and power demand, which is used to find
the maximum allowable charging power that simultane-
ously respects the three grid limitations. The complexity
of this method makes it hard to implement as it requires
a lot of sensors, processors, and wireless communication
between them. One alternative could be to use the avail-
able GPS bus data and the substation state (conventional
smart charging) to estimate the state of each note on the
grid, but that requires the development of a grid state
estimator.
Another concern that can be raised is the Quality-of-
Service (QoS) of EV charging. According to [45], the QoS
can be examined on three levels: The energy delivered,
the time of charging, and the variation of the charging
power. However, the purpose of this method is to avoid
the short moments of spare capacity dips that can occur
on a trolley section, meaning that the charging is not
significantly disturbed on a frequent basis. For example,
a trolleybus acceleration lasts less than 10 s from 0 to
its 300 kW peak [5], which means that the high power
moments when the FASC method intervenes by curtailing
the power is in the order of a few seconds. Furthermore,
as seen in Fig. 1, the timetabling creates long periods of
absolute zero-load on the traction substations where the
QoS is fully ensured. The QoS is then not a significant
concern with this method, especially with the rise of
incentives such as in [46] that suggest payable schemes
for users who require a perfect QoS.
By virtue of its design, this method is beneficial in all
aspects as reported in Table 3. The only possible draw-
back can be that it is not as intensive in the reduction of
losses as, for example, the bilateral connection since its
function is to maximize the power drawn, and not reduce
the losses. This maximization of the harvesting of the
available power justifies why it is reported as having such
a considerable effect on the braking energy recuperation.
5

Fig. 3. Illustration of Fleet-Aware Smart Charging: In this method, the substation and
the vehicles on the section communicate their states to the EV charger (power, voltage,
location) and the latter computes its allowable charging power that would not break
any of the grid limitations at any node on the line (not just at the charger).

ii Introduction of a multi-port converter
A multi-port converter (two inputs, one output) can be
used to charge an EV from two separate traction substa-
tions. This is done by connecting each of the two input
ports to a section of each substation. It is suggested as an
alternative to a bilateral connection if a charger is desired
near the section separation (end-of-line). In this manner,
each substation is loaded with only half of the power
demand of the EV charger. This is different from the
bilateral case because only the charger is simultaneously
fed from the two separate substations in this configuration
and not the trolleybuses. This offers the charger the bene-
fits of a bilateral connection without the related concerns
for faults. This solution is further detailed and explored
in [10].
The downside of this solution is that it can add more
voltage, current, and power violations as it adds a load
to the end-of-line of two sections. However, this method
reduces the losses in supplying the converter when no
buses are on the section (as shown in [10],) and increases
the braking energy recuperation by harvesting it from two
trolleygrid sections. The reported results are in Table 3.

3. Modeling methodology

3.1. Definition of the three case studies

This paper presents three case studies for EV integration. By choos-
ing different grid parameters (grid layout, traffic, etc.), the cases help
quantify and thereafter extrapolate the EV potential to various loca-
tions.

The three cases are:

• Supply zone T: Theoretical case study, as typically performed in
literature, using a trapezoidal velocity profile on two very long
sections (over 1200 m). The long section would mostly suffer from
voltage problems

• Supply zone A: Case study from Arnhem with actual bus velocity
and power data on two medium-to-long sections and with a low
traffic

• Supply zone B: Case study from Arnhem with actual bus velocity
and power data on two medium-to-short sections and with a high
traffic
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𝑃

Table 4
Grid parameters were used for the theoretical study [5,8,16].

Theoretical grid parameters Value Unit

Total track length 4569 [m]
Section lengths [1500; 1500; 1569] [m]
Overhead line resistivity 172 [mΩ/km]
Feed-in point location [0; 3000; 3000] [m]
Feed-in cable length [100; 100; 100] [m]
Feed-in cable resistivity 56.6 [mΩ/km]
Substation Rated Power [800; 800] [kW]

Table 5
The characteristics of the supply zones investigated in the case study.
Supply
zone

Substation &
powering section(s)

𝑉nom,ss Bilateral between
sections

T 𝑆𝑆1 = 111
𝑆𝑆2 = 112 & 113

𝑆𝑆1 = 650 V
𝑆𝑆2 = 650 V

111 & 112

A 𝑆𝑆12 = 23 & 24
𝑆𝑆13 = 2 & 3

𝑆𝑆12 = 686 V
𝑆𝑆13 = 698 V

23 & 2

B 𝑆𝑆9 = 25
𝑆𝑆14 = 26 & 27 & 41

𝑆𝑆9 = 677 V
𝑆𝑆14 = 628 V

25 & 26

Table 6
The characteristics of the sections where the EV chargers are placed for the case
study.
Supply
zone

Section Length
[m]

Feed-in point lo-
cation [m]

Feed-in cable
length [m]

T 111 1500 0 100
112 1500 1500 100

A 23 850 80 98
2 1300 1210 300

B 25 860 100 180
26 650 550 70

The case studies are simulated for the worst-case scenario of high
auxiliary demand (heating) and the highest traffic schedule (winter
workday, day 268 in the year). The detailed information on all supply
zones is in Tables 4, 5, and 6. From these, Table 7 alerts of the
risks of violations at each supply zone as predicted by the key grid
parameters [8].

In the theoretical study, Substation 1 is powering section 111, while
Substation 2 is powering sections 112 and 113. The chosen parameters
are based on typical trolleygrid parameters and summarized in Ta-
ble 4. This section uses the same limitations and parameters previously
described in Tables 2, 5, and 6.

3.2. Creating and quantifying a representative charging profile

For a representative EV charging power demand, two charging
profiles are derived from measurements of 10,000 public charging
transactions in The Netherlands in 2019 [47]. One charging profile is
for the weekdays (7235 transactions), and the other is for the weekend
days (2765 transactions). The charging profiles have a time step of 1 s.
Fig. 4(a) provides an example of a few of the recorded 1000 transac-
tions and Fig. 4 shows the resulting power distribution profile from the
10,000 transactions, normalized to a unity value. This unity demand is
then multiplied by a constant factor to create the EV charging demand
curve for the EV charger at any rated power in this study. As observed,
the demand peak is around 9:00 during the weekdays and around 15:30
during the weekends.

From that, the number of EVs charged per day, referred to in this
paper as # of EVs/day, is calculated by:

# of EVs/day =
𝜂con ⋅ 𝜂EV
𝐸batt

86400
∑

𝑡=1
𝑃EV (1)

where: 𝜂con is the DC/DC converter efficiency of the EV charger, as-
sumed at 98%, 𝜂bat is the battery charging efficiency, assumed constant
6

at 95%, 𝐸batt is the EV battery size of 60 kWh, and 𝑃EV is the per-second
charging power profile output of the studied scenario, summed over the
86,400 s of the day.

3.3. Trolleygrid power flow calculation

The trolleygrid power flow is calculated in per-second simulation
steps using the comprehensive and verified simulation model previ-
ously detailed in [5]. This MATLAB model uses bus velocity and power
input extrapolated from trolleybus measurements in the city of Arnhem
and includes randomized traffic light and bus stop probabilities.

Important features of this grid model are that it accounts for bilat-
eral connections and feeder cables. Another highlight of the model is
that it models both the braking energy and the auxiliary demand of
the trolleybus (mainly the heating and ventilation), which can be up to
50% of the bus power demand in harsh weather conditions [5,8,48].
The bus powers are given by Eq. (2). During braking, the bus power,
𝑃bus, is the auxiliaries power 𝑃aux plus the net exchanged with the
grid 𝑃net (obtained iteratively from the power flow calculation). The
excess power, 𝑃BR, is wasted in the braking resistors as demonstrated
in Eq. (2).

While in traction mode, the bus power is simply the traction 𝑃tr and
the auxiliaries demand, 𝑃aux.

bus,𝑗 =
{

𝑃net,𝑗 + 𝑃aux,𝑗 + 𝑃BR,𝑗 if braking
𝑃tr,𝑗 + 𝑃aux,𝑗 if traction 𝑗 = 1..𝑁bus

(2)

The auxiliaries are –predominately– the HVAC load plus other base
loads such as the on-board lights, screens, door motors, the control
systems, etc.:

𝑃aux = 𝑃HVAC + 𝑃base (3)

The HVAC energy requirement is calculated by a thermodynamic heat
exchange model between the trolleybus and its surrounding environ-
ment, and is detailed in [5].

From this energy requirement, the HVAC power is derived. For the
Arnhem bus types, the HVAC system is controlled with a duty cycle
(tcycle) of 5 min. The on-time, ton, of the HVAC system for each period
is dictated by the HVAC energy requirement during that cycle:

𝑡on = 𝑡cycle
𝑃HVAC
𝑃 rated

(4)

where PHVAC is the average power requirement in the 5 min and Prated
is the nominal HVAC power, namely 36.5 kW for the Arnhem system.
Finally, in this paper, 𝑃base is taken as 5 kW as an estimate provided
from the Arnhem trolleybus measurements [5,48].

The nodal model is based on the forward–backward sweep conver-
gence logic, where each load (trolleybus or EV charger) is considered
a node. The model’s output is, among others, the voltage and power
at every node, the branch currents, and the losses. This provides the
data needed for the detailed analysis of the grid violations. The braking
energy is treated as follows: First, the model runs until power-balance
convergence. Second, the model checks to see if the substation current
solution is a negative number (excess braking energy) and/or if the bus
voltage is above the braking resistor limit (740 V for Arnhem). If so,
the regenerative bus power is curtailed by the ‘‘unacceptable’’ power
amount, which is the substation voltage times the negative current
and/or the bus voltage above 740 times the bus current. Then, the
iteration is repeated, and this process in general, is repeated until the
results are acceptable. This is admittedly a slow convergence method
where the curtailment is in the order of a few kWs at each step. Still, it
robustly approaches the actually used bus power without overshooting
it since the non-linearity of the power flow makes it hard to directly
estimate the used braking energy and transmission losses from an
analytical power balance. The only computationally-fast exception is
when a braking bus is alone on the section (no load), so all the
braking energy is immediately wasted. The final modeling flowchart
is presented in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. The EV charging demand used in this paper from 1000 measured transactions in [47], (a) example of a few measured transactions, (b) summation curve of the 1000
transactions, normalized to a unity value.

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the trolleygrid model with the EV charger.
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Table 7
Risk of violations at each supply zone from key grid parameters.

Effect on violations Risk at supply zone

T A B

Section Length V, I High Medium Low
SS Nominal Voltage V, I High Low Medium
Average Traffic P, V, I Medium Medium High
Peak Traffic P, V, I Low Medium High
Fig. 6. The minimum substation voltage required for the successful EV charger integration of a certain size at any location on the section. The zone and type of the limiting grid
violations are shown with dashed lines.
4. Theoretical grid case study

The purpose of this section is to present the results of the case study
of a theoretical grid, as is commonly approached in literature. This
study will highlight the impact of the six methods on long sections of
low substation voltage and low, yet constant traffic. Along with the case
study of the Arnhem trolleygrid in the section, this offers generalized
results by looking at different infrastructure topologies and bus traffic
intensity.

4.1. A closer look at some results: Higher substation nominal voltage

Substation voltages are typically designed as a trade-off between
the minimum line voltage and the facilitation of regenerative braking
energy sharing between far buses [8,9,21,49]. A section with a low sub-
station voltage cannot allow EV charger integration as it would quickly
8

experience voltage (and consequently power and current) violations.
Such sections benefit from higher substation voltages and offer a smart
base load that would still allow efficient harvesting of the regenerative
braking energy.

The effects of this method are observable in Fig. 6, showing the min-
imum substation voltage required to allow the EV charger integration
at any location on the section, and the grid violations that limit if the
substation voltage is lower.

For example, In the case of a 200 kW charger, an EV charger of
this size can only be implemented at 1050 m from the substation if the
substation voltage is at least 670 V. Otherwise, the simulations have
shown that there would be voltage violations (blue dashed zone in the
figure). Meanwhile, this charger at 300 m from the substation could still
be feasible with as low as 650 V. On the other hand, a 350 kW charger
at 1050 m from the substation cannot be guaranteed with a simple
tuning of the substation voltage (the teal-blue curve is discontinued).
As the figure shows, this is because there is a power violation at this
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Fig. 7. Effect of various maximum substation power tolerances on the EV charging potential for section 111 for different charger locations: [Multiple of substation rated power,
continuous violation duration].
charger size (red dashed zone) that a mere voltage upgrade cannot
solve.

The 100 kW charger is feasible anywhere on the section. However,
as these two long sections have a relatively low substation voltage, it
is expected that the voltage is indeed the limiting factor for chargers
up to 250 kW far from the feed-in point. For 300 kW and 350 kW,
power violations become the limiting factor, which is expected as these
large values are almost half of the rated substation power of 800 kW.
Tuning the nominal voltage of a substation to a higher level is indeed an
effective solution, especially at the end-of-line (EOL) of a long section
of low, yet constant traffic.

4.2. A closer look at some results: Higher substation power limit

The effects of this method are observable in Fig. 7, showing the
effect of various maximum substation power tolerances on the EV
charging potential for section 111 for different charger locations along
the section. The simulated values are shown as [Multiple of substation
rated power, continuous violation duration], for example, as [120%,
10s] to show that the power demand at the substation is tolerated to
go as high as 120% of the rated power for 10 consecutive seconds. No
considerable benefit, if any, is brought on by changing the substation
power limit in this section. These results were expected as long sections
of low, yet constant traffic do not have a more pronounced voltage
problem than a power problem. Consequently, accepting a more lenient
power peak tolerance would do little, if any, to increase the potential
for EV integration.

4.3. A closer look at some results: Fleet-aware smart charging

Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) display the different loads on the section when a
500 kW EV charger is placed at 400 meters from the feed-in point with
a ramp-up/down speed of 3 kW/s and 9 kW/s, respectively.

The ramping up and down is activated when the EV charger detects
a rise or drop, respectively, in the available spare capacity. The ramping
is helpful from a stability perspective to avoid harsh fluctuations on
the line from the chargers connecting/disconnecting in full. This allows
the charger to follow the spare capacity trend in a smooth fashion and
account for the delays in the telemetry and the processing time of the
data used to compute the spare capacity.

As seen in the figures, the higher ramp-up/down converter can
respond faster to various bus loads, with better peak shaving as a result.
Such an example can be best offered at 9:05 when the violating power
peak at 3 kW/s is avoided at the 9 kW/s scenario. Still, more examples
can be observed in multiple power peaks, albeit non-violating, being
shaved.
9

4.4. Overview of the six grid methods — Theoretical study

The previous subsections provided a closer look and a detailed anal-
ysis of three methods. The results of all six methods for the theoretical
supply zone are summarized in Fig. 9 and Table 8 summarizes the
numerical results for all the grid methods. As expected, the long, low-
traffic sections 111 and 112 are restrained by the voltage limitation
when it comes to the integration of additional load.

Consequently, the voltage-oriented solutions of higher SS voltage,
extra paralleled line seem more effective–especially at EOL (end of
line)–, as well as the bilateral connection, which seems even more
effective at MOL (mid of line) in addition to the EOL. Meanwhile,
the power-oriented solution of increasing the substation limit has no
noteworthy benefit. Furthermore, the multi-port converter (two inputs,
one output) offers less potential for EV charging compared to the
baseline. This is an inherent consequence of its end-of-line placement
and of the voltage drops that it brings to both sections to which it is
connected.

On the contrary, the smart charging method produces the highest
benefit at the SOL (start of line) of both sections, while its benefit is
less pronounced at MOL/EOL for section 111, and EOL of 112.

This can be explained by the fact that the fleet-aware smart charg-
ing only looks for harvesting the attainable charging power available,
without increasing the spare capacity of the substations in any way. As
both sections have very low traffic (read: power demand), there is a lot
of spare capacity whenever smart power management is involved.

However, there is no active management solution that would help
the limiting voltage drops at the EOL, and those need a passive solution
that boosts the voltage altogether, such as substation voltage, paralleled
lines, bilateral connections, or a combination of these.

The MOL advantage of 112 is that this section is powered along
with another section (namely 113,) by one substation. This gives the
advantage to the Smart Charging method as it has all the necessary
information at the substation level, not only the section level.

This information is hidden from the other, mostly-passive methods,
that only have local, section-level information. This is why with section
111, powered alone by a substation, this all-knowing advantage of the
Fleet-Aware smart charging method disappears at the MOL.

5. Arnhem grid case study

5.1. A closer look at some results: paralleled lines

5.1.1. Supply zone A
Fig. 10 shows the EV charging potential for two paralleled overhead

lines (baseline scenario) and three paralleled overhead lines. The EV
charging potential is 25 kW higher for most locations on section 23.
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Fig. 8. The substation power (buses + EV + line losses) for an EV charger at 400 m. It is noticeable at 9:05 that the faster response of the management system allows the grid
to avoid a power violation that occurs with the slower response.
Fig. 9. Summary of various grid methods on the maximum achievable EV charging potential on the theoretical sections 111 (left) and 112 (right). Grid methods: increasing
substation power and the multi-port converter are excluded from this graph as they showed no benefit.
Table 8
Supply zone T: effect of grid methods on the maximum achievable EV charging potential in the theoretical study.

Grid method Section 111 Section 112 Sec. 111+112
[# of EV/day] [# of EV/day] [# of EV/day]

Max. Mean. Max. Mean. Max.

Baseline 111 63 100 60 211
Increasing voltage 111 (+0) 81 (+18) 100 (+0) 71 (+11) 211 (+0)
Substation power 111 (+0) 65 (+2) 111 (+11) 74 (+14) 222 (+11)
Extra overhead line 111 (+0) 93 (+30) 106 (+6) 80 (+20) 217 (+6)
Bilateral connection 128a (+17) 119a (+56) 106a (+6) 86a (+26) 128a (−83)
Fleet-aware smart charging 182 (+71) 110 (+47) 167 (+67) 126 (+66) 349 (+138)
Multi-port converter 22 (−89) 0 (−63) 33 (−67) 0 (−60) 56b (−155)

aAchievable with one charger.
bAchievable with one charger at the connection point.
10
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Fig. 10. Effect of adding extra paralleled overhead wire on the maximum achievable EV charging potential on section 23, day 268. The colored area indicates the limiting factor
in the three paralleled overhead wire scenario.
Table 9
Section 23: comparison of energy consumption substation and transmission losses with an extra paralleled line. The
size of the EV charger is the maximum potential in that specific location for the two paralleled line case.
Location EV charger 𝐸SS [kWh/day] 𝐸loss,trans [%]

[m] [kW] 2 lines 3 lines 2 lines 3 lines

0 300 4970 4959 (−0.22%) 0.89 0.68 (−23.6%)
200 300 4987 4970 (−0.34%) 1.24 0.90 (−27.4%)
400 275 4686 4649 (−0.79%) 2.53 1.75 (−30.8%)
600 250 4365 4313 (−1.19%) 3.57 2.41 (−32.5%)
800 250 4424 4350 (−1.67%) 4.85 3.23 (−33.4%)
With the introduction of an extra paralleled line, the power rating
of the substation is still the limiting factor. In contrast to the results
found in the sections of the theoretical study, the substation power
tolerance is the limiting factor on this section and not the minimum
line voltage. Therefore, the effect of this method is negligible. Adding
an extra paralleled reduces the substation power slightly by reducing
the transmission losses, and increases the EV charging potential. But
the effect of the reduction on the voltage drop is more significant,
as shown in the case study, and this method should be used in such
environments. Table 9 summarizes the energy savings associated with
introducing the additional paralleled overhead line. This method has
the highest effect on the reduction of the energy consumption of the
substation when placing the EV charger further away from the feed-in
point (EOL). With a 250 kW EV charger, adding an extra paralleled
line reduces the energy use by 74 kWh/day. This is −1.67% of the SS
energy, but 33.4% of the transmission losses.

5.1.2. Supply zone B
Fig. 11 shows the EV charging potential for two paralleled over-

head lines (baseline scenario) and the three paralleled overhead lines
scenario. Depending on the location of the EV charger, the potential
increases between 25 and 50 kW. This is expectedly similar to the
results of supply zone A because the substation power limitation is the
limiting factor here as well.

5.2. A closer look at some results: Introducing a bilateral connection

5.2.1. Supply zone A
In supply zone A, a bilateral connection between sections 23 and

2 is possible. Substation 12 is powering sections 23 and 24, whereas
substation 1 is powering sections 2 and 3. The substation nominal
voltages are 686 V and 698 V, respectively. The effect of this grid
method is shown in Fig. 12. In the bilateral connected scenario, the
maximum EV charging potential is between the connection point and
substation 13. In this region, substation 13 supplies most of the power
to the charger. The colored area indicates the limiting factor for the
bilateral case.
11
5.2.2. Supply zone B
Due to the relatively significant difference of 𝑉nom, SS, 677 V vs. 628

V, the introduction of the bilateral changes the power source for the
trolleybuses and EV chargers in supply zone B [9]. For the baseline
simulation, the EV charging potential on section 26 is zero at every
location, as seen in Fig. 13. With the bilateral connection between
sections 25 and 26, substation 9 can power section 26. Therefore, the
loads on section 26 can be also served by substation 9, and more EV
potential can be created.

However, the EV charging potential decreases at some point on sec-
tion 25. Fig. 14 shows the energy shared between the two substations
on supply zone B when an EV charger of 100 kW is integrated on the
sections. Due to the higher nominal voltage of substation 9 compared
to substation 14, most of the supplied power is supplied by substation
9 [9].

5.3. A closer look at some results: Multi-port converter

A Multi-port converter between 25 and 26 would not be feasible,
as section 26 has no power capacity. The EV charging potential at the
connection point of the sections is then 0 kW. This highlights the key
difference between a multi-port and a bilateral connection, in how the
multi-port brings to the grid the disadvantages of the EOL placement
(lower voltages and higher line currents), while bringing none of the
benefits of the bilateral connection. Indeed, as is presented later, a
bilateral connection does create an EV charging potential at section 26.

5.4. Overview of the six grid methods — Arnhem case studies

The previous subsections provided a closer look and a detailed anal-
ysis of three methods. Figs. 15 and 16 and Tables 10 and 11 summarize
the results of the six proposed methods as well as a combination of the
capacity-building increasing ones (case 1): 𝑉nom, SS = 710 V, an extra
paralleled overhead line, and a substation power rating of 1100 kW.
The 1100 kW is 300 kW more than the current limit of 800, and that
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Fig. 11. Effect of adding extra paralleled overhead wire on the maximum achievable EV charging potential on section 25, day 268. The colored area indicates the limiting factor
in the three paralleled overhead wire scenarios.
Fig. 12. Effect of introducing bilateral connections between sections 23 (left, 0–850 m) and 2 (right, 850–2150 m) on the maximum achievable EV charging potential.
Fig. 13. Effect of introducing bilateral connections between sections 25 (left, 0–860 m) and 26 (right, 860–1510 m). The power limitation at the bilaterally connected substation
𝑃BN is also shown.
is the power of one accelerating bus with the heating system on.

In supply zone A, section 23 is medium length with a medium-
high substation voltage and thereby did not have a voltage or line
current problem. It is expected then that the substation voltage and
extra paralleled line methods do not contribute to any benefit, while
the other power-centric methods did.
12
By contrast, section 24 is a long section supplied by a substation that
is feeding another long section. While the traffic is medium in average-
values and peak-values on the section, its connection to another long
section of similar traffic means there are many instances of low spare
grid capacity (as opposed to short sections that do not see a bus traffic
for long). This explains why the static power solutions of ‘‘Case 1’’ and
‘‘increasing the power limit’’ did not offer much additional potential to
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Table 10
Supply zone A: effect of grid methods on the EV charging potential for the case study on day 268 of the year.

Grid method Section 23 Section 2 Section 23+2
[# of EV/day] [# of EV/day] [# of EV/day]

Max Mean Max Mean Max

Baseline 67 61 111 82 178
Increasing voltage 72 (+5) 63 (+2) 111 (0) 83 (+1) 183 (+5)
Substation power 111 (+44) 103 (+42) 111 (0) 96 (+14) 222 (+44)
Extra overhead line 72 (+5) 66 (+5) 111 (0) 94 (+12) 183 (+5)
Bilateral connection 122a (+55) 103a (+42) 156a (+45) 137a (+55) 156a (−22)
Fleet-aware smart charging 114 (+47) 108 (+47) 201 (+90) 178 (+96) 315 (+137)
Multi-port converter 56 (−11) 0 (−61) 56 (−11) 0 (−82) 111b (−67)
Case 1 150 (+83) 115 (+54) 161 (+50) 109 (+27) 311 (+133)

aAchievable with one charging facility.
bAchievable with one charging facility at the connection point of the sections.
Fig. 14. Energy share of the two substations in supply zone A (left axis). A 400 kW
EV charger is placed at different locations on sections 23 and 2. The orange line (right
axis) shows the cables’ energy losses due to transmission losses. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

the section as did the ‘‘load-shifting’’ methods of smart charging and
bilateral connection. In short, this section had a lot of spare capacity
once the load (especially the peaks) could be shifted or shared, rather
than a fixed increase in power capacity. Interesting also to note that as
this section is long, the extra line had a clear positive impact at EOL.

Supply zones B clearly had a power problem, especially section
26. It was expected that voltage and current methods do not produce
tangible benefits.

Two interesting phenomena appear in these results. The first is that,
unlike supply zone A, section 26 did not benefit from smart charging.
This is explained by the fact that this overloaded section (high traffic,
connected to a substation that feeds 3 sections) does need a fixed
increase in capacity. Here, the bilateral method, increase of substation
limit, and Case 1 create an EV charging potential that did not exist.

The other interesting phenomenon is that the introduction of a
bilateral connection showed a decrease in the EV potential at some
locations on 25. This is to be expected as the bilateral connection
coupled to section 25 with section 26 which had no spare capacity
and is of a much lower substation voltage. Therefore, section 25 had to
supply many of loads of substation 26.

6. Recommendations for increasing method, placement, and siz-
ing of EV chargers in public transport networks

The results of the previous sections offer insights into the best
method to increase the EV chargers integration, placement, and sizing,
for an array of different transport grid landscapes.
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6.1. Suggestions for the choice of the potential-increasing method

• Increasing the substation voltage: This method is best suited for
an EV charger placement at the EOL of long, low average traffic,
low peak traffic sections. Otherwise, there is no mentionable
benefit. This can be seen in detail in the results of Section 4.1.

• Introduction of an extra paralleled line: This method has the same
suggestions as the above one. It is worth mentioning, however,
that increasing the substation voltage is an effectively cost-less
solution, and is therefore preferred over this method. This can be
seen in detail in the results of Section 5.1.

• Increasing the substation power limit: This method is most effec-
tive for locations with medium to high average traffic densities.
If the traffic congestion happens in peaks only, it is better to
go for instantaneous relief solutions, such as Fleet-Aware Smart
Charging, rather than increasing the substation capacity. This can
be seen in detail in the results of Section 4.2.

• Fleet-Aware Smart Charging: This method is always a good so-
lution to draw the available grid power for the EV chargers.
Trivially, it is not beneficial in locations of high average and
peak traffic intensities, as these locations have no spare capacity
to be harvested. This method only harvests the attainable spare
capacity but does not create any compared to the baseline, as is
the case with a bilateral connection or the addition of a paralleled
line, for example. The main advantage of this method shows up
at sections that are supplied by a substation that feeds multiple
sections, as this method, by its sensors and communication, can
actively avoid violating the grid limits. However, this method is
expensive (sensors) and requires reliable wireless communication.
This can be seen in detail in the results of Section 4.3.

• Introduction of a bilateral connection: This method is best suited
at the MOL and EOL of long sections, but has an overall visible
benefit at almost any location. The only exception is when placing
an EV charger on a section that is then bilaterally connected to a
section with no spare capacity, as this would cause a reduction of
the local spare capacity since a part of it goes to its neighboring
section (case study of supply zone B). This can be seen in detail
in the results of Section 5.2.

• Use of a multi-port converter: Unfortunately, this method is not
recommended as it always produced results lower than the base-
line. The reason the MPC has a poor performance is that it
presents to the grid all the disadvantages of a load at the EOL
(more severe voltage drops and higher currents and losses), with-
out any of the benefits of a bilateral connection since the vehicle
loads on the two sections are still galvanically isolated. This can
be seen in detail in the results of Section 5.3.

6.2. Suggestions for the sizing of EV chargers

There is a charging potential for 150–200 EVs per day anywhere
along long sections of medium-to-low traffic that are fed alone or with
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Fig. 15. Summary of various methods on the maximum achievable EV charging potential in supply zone A sections 23 and 2 on day 268. Case 1: 𝑉nom, SS = 710 V, an extra
aralleled overhead line is added to the section, and the substation power rating is increased to 1100 kW.
Fig. 16. Summary of the effect of various methods on the EV charging potential in supply zone B sections 25 and 26. Case 1: 𝑉nom, SS = 710 V, an extra paralleled overhead line
s added to the section, and the substation power rating is increased to 1100 kW.
Table 11
Supply zone B: effect of grid methods on the EV charging potential for the case study.

Grid method Section 25 Section 26 Section 25+26
[# of EV/day] [# of EV/day] [# of EV/day]

Max Mean Max Mean Max

Baseline 94 81 0 0 94
Increasing voltage 94 (0) 83 (+2) 6 (+6) 6 (+6) 100 (+6)
Substation power 111 (+17) 109 (+28) 44 (+44) 44 (+44) 156 (+62)
Extra overhead line 94 (0) 87 (+6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 94 (0)
Bilateral connection 100a (+6) 78a (−3) 50a (+50) 30a (+30) 100a (+6)
Smart charging 134 (+40) 114 (+33) 0 (0) 0 (0) 134 (+40)
Multi-port converter 72 (−22) 0 (−81) 0 (0) 0 (0) 72b (−22)
Case 1 128 (+34) 106 (+25) 122 (+122) 91 (+91) 250 (+156)

aAchievable with one charging facility.
bAchievable with one charging facility at the connection point of the sections.
ne other section from their substation, as long as it is with the fleet-
ware smart charging method. It is also possible at MOL and EOL
f long, medium-to-low traffic sections that are bilaterally connected
o another mid-to-low traffic section. Care should be considered at
he SOL of very long sections that are supplied by a substation that
eeds multiple sections, as only the smart charging method could prove
eneficial, and for a low EV charging potential of about 75 EVs per day.
are is also advised at MOL of high average and peak traffic densities
hat are supplied by a substation that feeds multiple sections, as the EV
harging potential is also limited. This is because the MOL sees a lot
f violations as it has neither the benefit of being close to the feed-in
oint, nor that of being close to the EOL and the bilateral connection.
14
6.3. Suggestions for the placement of EV chargers

EV chargers are placed where there is parking spot and a need for
a charger. However, when the placement offers some flexibility, the
following recommendations are presented:

• Place the EV charger at SOL when implementing Fleet-Aware
Smart Charging, except at sections with high average and peak
traffic densities that are supplied by a substation that feeds mul-
tiple sections. In that case, SOL is advised with a bilateral con-
nection or increasing the substation power capacity.

• Place the EV charger at MOL when implementing fleet-aware
smart charging or a bilateral connection at long, medium average

and peak traffic sections. Avoid the MOL placement at sections
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with high average and peak traffic densities that are supplied by a
substation that feeds multiple sections, for the reasons previously
explained.

• Place the EV charger at EOL for long, medium-to-low average
and peak traffic sections that are supplied by a substation that
feeds multiple sections, when adding a bilateral connection. These
sections have voltage and power violations, and benefit the most
from a bilateral connection

. Conclusions and future works

This paper presented six methods for increasing the integration
otential of EV chargers in electric public transport grids, assessed their
enefit, and offered recommendations on the placement and sizing.

In conclusion, there is no single solution that fits all types of sections
nd their parameters (length, average traffic, peak traffic, etc.). For
his purpose, Section 6 offers a detailed, tailored suggestion for each
ethod, sizing, and placement option.

However, some general conclusions can still be made regardless
f the specific grid layout or size and location of the EV charger.
or example, the multi-port converter (two inputs, one output) was
ound to be worse than the baseline, regardless of the case study, as
t presented to the grid all the disadvantages of a load at the end-of-
ine of two sections (more severe voltage drops and higher currents and
osses), without any of the benefits of a bilateral connection.

The bilateral connections are the most beneficial and cost-efficient
olution in all cases except for a section coupled with an already
ongested section. This is because no spare capacity could be provided
n that case. On the contrary, in the case study of supply zone B, the
ombined spare capacity dropped compared to the baseline since the
ongested section was exploiting the spare capacity of the uncongested
ection.

Fleet-Aware Smart Charging with sensors and wireless communi-
ation can increase the potential significantly by continuously sensing
nd analyzing the grid states to avoid grid violations. It is a costly and
omplex solution. This is because it requires sensors at each trolleybus,
ubstation, and power load, as well as wireless communication between
hem and the EV charger that processes the data and finds the allowed
nstantaneous charging power that would not violate the grid power,
oltage, or current limits neither at the EV charger nor any other node
n the section. Furthermore, this method is only suitable for sections
ith a spare capacity since Fleet-Aware Smart Charging only harvests

he available capacity but does not create any.
Future work is needed in testing more combinations of grid methods

nd quantifying their effects. More urgently, a cheaper yet reliable
ethod of estimating the grid states is crucial to harvest the outstand-

ng benefits of Fleet-Aware Smart Charging with sensors, but without
he costs and complexity of such an added infrastructure.
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